
CLEANING YOUR ORENDA

GETTING STARTED
WITH ORENDA

Slide open the water funnel on the left hand side of the device.
Using the beaker or your water filter, pour water into the funnel.
Make sure the water is higher than the minimum water mark
and lower than the maximum water mark. Make sure the bean
hopper is always closed when pouring in water. 

1. ADD  FILTERED  WATER

Remove the water funnel on the side of the device. Slide in the water
reservoir and make sure the mark on the water reservoir aligns with the
mark on the machine. Twist the water reservoir clockwise while slightly
pushing down. You should feel a tight seal. Put back the water funnel. 

STEP  1 :  INSERT  WATER  RESERVOIR  

Add the stopper into the base of the brewing chamber, then add the
metal filter on top. Slide into the brewing chamber arm and push down
until you feel a tight seal. 

STEP  2 :  INSERT  BREWING  CHAMBER  

Combine the top metal piece of the drip tray and the bottom piece of the
drip tray. Place this into the funnel underneath the brewing chamber. 

STEP  3 :  INSERT  DRIP  TRAY  

SETTING UP YOUR MACHINE

After brewing, remove the brewing
chamber & toss up the paper filter. If

you’re not using a paper filter, give the
brewing chamber a good rinse. Place the
brewing chamber back into the brewing

arm. Place a cup or a beaker underneath. 

Clean Brewing Chamber

Hold the clean icon until the first
vibration. This will start the cleaning
cycle. Once done, remove the cup or

beaker and throw the water. 

Start Cleaning Cycle

BREWING YOUR FIRST CUP

Open the lid on top of the grinder and pour in your freshly
roasted bean. 

2. ADD  COFFEE  BEANS

Slide open the water funnel on the left hand side of the device.
Using the beaker or your water filter, pour water into the funnel.
Make sure the water is higher than the minimum water mark
and lower than the maximum water mark. Make sure the bean
hopper is always closed when pouring in water. 

3.ADD  PAPER  FILTER

Press the middle cup icon. Once you feel the first vibration and
the light changes color to red, this means brewing is in progress.

Please don’t touch the brewing chamber while brewing is in
progress. 

4. BREWING
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